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About This Game

Experience the mysterious and mystical by taking on a journey with Mims in this strategic god-like video game. Create
structures, plant vegetation, breed animals, take care of your minions, use divine PSI powers, triumph in face of natural

disasters, fight monsters, predict the future, reveal secrets and so much more. Assume the lead over Mims as they journey
across the galaxy in their epic quest!
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ABOUT THE MIMS BEGINNING:

“The Mims Beginning” is a god-like strategy game with a dose of cosmic humor. The story takes place in an unknown space and
time. In this galaxy mythical floating islands give shelter to all kinds of unusual and dangerous creatures. The game combines

elements of fantasy and sci-fi genres.

Build interesting structures, plant vegetation, breed animals, take care of your minions, use divine PSI powers, triumph in face
of natural disasters, fight monsters, predict the future, reveal secrets and much more. Assume the lead over Mims as they

journey across the galaxy in their epic quest!

During their intergalactic voyage Mims are hit by an asteroid - their spaceship reduced to debris and the crew forced to evacuate
onto nearby planets, which hold their own share of surprises.
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The player's goal, among others, is to perform various tasks necessary to repair the spaceship. You begin by properly expanding
your new colonies. Every mission takes place on a different planet, where isolated groups of castaways face their own fate.

The game combines numerous elements of gameplay: Your colonists act on their own most of the time, going about their duties
without orders issued by the player. However, you can control them directly by issuing simple commands.

As the leader of the colony you have psionic power at your disposal, altering the fauna and flora of your planet, as well as the
environment which they inhabit.

The main focus of the game lies in expanding and defending the colony. Every building or plant placement counts, nevertheless
the game falls more into a light-strategy genre.

The basic resource crucial to the colony's survival and development is energy. It is also essential to Mims’ vitality - used while
performing work, as well as for maintaining proper functioning of the infrastructure. Vitality is obtained in generators using Bio
Mass - derived, in turn, from special fruits processed in the Extractor. Part of the energy can also be obtained from wind flow

thanks to correct placement of Wind Turbines.

The tasks performed by the Mims should include the expansion of the colony and picking up Bio fruits.Some of the Mims act as
a protection against various and dangerous creatures attracted by the scent of fruit and animals.

The Mims’ knowledge allows them to breed animals that feed on different types of fruit. Grown animals can be traded with
native tribes and exchanged for crystals essential in further expansion of the colony.

In order to grow fruit for animals, Mims will also need to sow seeds from various plant species, such as exploding plant that
hurls fruits around. Choosing good sites for sowing seeds has a strategic element to it.

A clever leader is able to use the topography of the map to their advantage, thereby avoiding excessive scattering of fruit all
over the planet. In case of a bad placement, fruit crop can be lost due to fruit rolling off the edge of the planet.

If the crops fail to be harvested on time, they will soon rot away, resulting in a loss of a precious resource.

Along the way you shall also gain access to new buildings, plants, acquire new Psi powers, as well as invent new skills for your
Mims.
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Badly governed colony expansion may result in a crisis and chaos on your planet, in which case you might be forced to restart
the scenario.

As the story progresses, Mims will find themselves facing threats from outer space. One of them is a meteor storm that can
wreak havoc among your colonists. In order to be prepared, you can invent technology that allows you to predict such future

events.

Help Mims survive the numerous perils of the galaxy in their bid to reach their final destination!
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Sadly I can't recommend it. I was hoping for either a business management sim or an indepth tiered type of casual game where
you can unlock things, to produce more complex ways of farming\/animals, to make more money, and build even more things.

Currently there is none of that, just a whole lot of micro management. As in, you even have to guide all vehicles in small
increments to the fields and to the seller market, because it can't make it there on it's own without getting hung up on things.
Vehicles literally go in a straight path wherever you click, hanging on the first thing in it's path.

If this were an alpha\/concept, expecting to be done in a year or so (while raising it's price over time as more content is added)
I'd be excited and hopeful. But in their EA Faq as of this review, they are suggesting completion within 3 months and that it is
currently in beta...removes all my hope.

Currently, there really is no game here, even for $5 CAD. Even on a casual scale this is extremely bare bones. Hopefully they
change thier minds and develop it on a longer scale. If they do, I may re-buy it.. Just done with my first playthrough.

This game is fun. The story is well-written although there are occassional "weird" skips (I suspect that it's a coding issue?) that
make me bewildered. I am tempted to replay this after I am done with my exams and have recommended it to all my other
friends who love such a game!. This game is a lot of fun. I'll just say that up front. It's a roguelike with 8 bit graphics and it's
fairly straight forward game play wise. The controls are simple and intuitive for both keyboard and controller, the game play is
fluid and addictive and the overall concept is fairly unique. The spells you cast as the warlocks vary from character to character,
and there are a lot of characters to choose from. The objectives are straight forward and no fuss. Just do what you came there to
do, cast spells on things and do damage heh. The multiplayer throw downs are fun as well! A very good game at a great price. A
definite good buy!

Overall rating: 8/10. I cannot thank the devs enough for making this game. Been looking for a lovecraftian game like this for a
long time. What a gem. The gameplay is badass sick. I love it. Would gladly pay for future dlc. 10/10. Off Road race in the
savana mud tracks.
About to win when I hit a rhino.
Rhino comes charging at me. Car is broken. Lose the race.
10/10 Would hit a rhino again.. The best part was when i unistalled this game .
Xaviant. you haven't learn from the first game...

I refund that. its not worth 20\u20ac, its a money steal. Xaviant is much stealer than PAYDAY 2 Crew this time. Its impossible
to make a game terrible like that. It's look like PS3, Badly animated, and look like a free 2 play. Crate, bad XP system, Coin
system to unlock skin etc.
Why ?

it's the First game . totally the first. Melee are still \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 based by ping & luck + shove.
Aim system & ballistic is totally broken.
STILL CANT BIND 1 2 3 4 or FREAKING 5 DAMN IT (its make the bind "Unknow")
ITS A THIRDPERSON BR AND WHEN AIMING ITS IN FIRST PERSON ? WHY THE HELL YOU DO THAT ?!
Reload animation are here. but the weapon, isnt animated at all.
Sound are loud, and of course, bad. Look like PS3 please.
no FOV settings
no mouse sensivity bar. Need to increase number from 100 to 49378568765 to get a good one.
Server are empty already ? or just badly started ? I waited 20 minute in a lobby with 10 players only.. And fun fact. Game
started with 10 players........
And of course, you need to pay 50 coins to get hair, Or you gonna be bald, all the freaking time. Everybody start with prisonner
outfit, orange. in grass. Of course, we seen you from miles away.
Check those PS2.3 Screenshot with 1080P mode and fully ultra option.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1437311093
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https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1437311149
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1437311195

And of course, should i talk about pitty animation ? https:\/\/gyazo.com\/b5a1d779ecc3d82bb90c777de5269f82

Damn what happend to Xaviant ? You hade extra money for the first game and destroy the 2 like that ?
Pass away, and go check Fear The Wolves if you want a better BR incomming.

EDIT: I FORGET TO SAY THAT XAVIANT DIDNT GAVE US A DISCOUNT FOR PRE ORDRER THE FIRST
CULLING GAME, NOT EVEN FREE, NOT EVEN A DITRY % OFF DISCOUNT?! XAVIANT PLEASE THE HELL ARE
YOU STILL ALIVE ?

this game gonna die sooner than what i exepted.. I look at a youtube video "Best medieval steam games!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" and
there was this. I decided to check it out and here we are 104 hours later...
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Can't really remember why I bought this kid's highschool computer programming project, to be honest.
Hope it was for under 5.00 at the time.. Worth a good 80-85 minutes.

+ It's got a neat art style and funny dialogue
+ Got increasingly more difficult
+ Fast-paced
+ Short and it's cheap

- No checkpoints - you have to backtrack when you die!
- Easily exploitable levels make it really easy sometimes
- Enemies spawn directly above you \/ you respawn on top of them

Pretty good game overall, 7\/10 IGN.. This game is the best UberShit i have ever had in my life. -10/10 that♥♥♥♥♥♥hurt.. I
play a lot of puzzle games. This one is incredibly entertaining and challenging. A step UP from the previous Dreamals by a
considerable degree, and the previous one was challenging at times as well, however repetitive.. Sometimes the winning move is
not to play.. very fun game if you are board AF
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